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*While the images are from our locker software, the process for exiting to the desktop from the 
mzero browser is the same.

1. To access the Locker Admin, press the stacked menu icon (hamburger button) in the top right 
 corner of the first screen, following the attract screen.
 a.  If the stack menu icon is not present, click (or press if it is a touchscreen) the upper left 
  corner of the screen and then the right. 

2.  A screen will appear asking for the administrative PIN. The default PIN is 7777.
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3.  After the administrative PIN is entered, the next screen shows all the administrative functions 
 available within the locker software.
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4.  Select System Maintenance and then exit to desktop.
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5.  Open File explorer. On the left side of 
file explorer double-click This PC.

6.  From there Local Disk (C:) > Kingnet > mzcreatejs-00.10.05 > mzcreatejs > demo.html
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7.  On the window that opens up, look at the top of the window for current connection state 
 and wait until it says connected.
  a.  You can confirm the state of all enabled devices and services by clicking the 
   button labeled Report System State under the System heading at the top 
   of the page.

8.  Scroll down the window until you see the locker heading. From there you will find all the 
 functions associated with locker usage.
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9.  To get back to the mzero browser, you can either restart the pc or double click the 
 mzero-browser shortcut on the desktop. 
  a.  Keep in mind that when the browser is opened from the desktop the windows 
  taskbar may be visible at the bottom of the screen once the browser opens and 
  that the shortcuts for accessing the admin login may not work. This only occurs 
  when opening from the desktop and the browser can be exited out of by closing 
  it from the taskbar or through task manager.
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